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ABSTRACT
This paper attempts to unpack the social experience and cultural
imagination of technological modernity in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth century Hindi public sphere. Tapping hitherto ignored literaryvisual archives, it foregrounds the variegated experience of railways in
North India through early novels, short-stories, literary and visual satire,
travel accounts, memoir, essays, etc. It examines the ways in which
new technology was received, negotiated, assigned new meanings and
domesticated in the local cultural context. In doing so it takes into account
the cultural complexity and ambiguities of encounter with new technology:
attraction and enchantment on the one hand and the associated caste
and patriarchal anxieties on the other. It underlines how the encounter
with technology mediated the consciousness of the emerging social order,
heralded moral-social and behavioral transformations, and was inscribed
into modern India’s collective cultural imagination.
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SOCIOTECHNICAL IMAGINATIONS AND RAILWAY EXPERIENCE

Sociotechnical Imaginations
and Railway Experience 1

Introduction
Taking up snippets from the lives of industrial technology, mainly of railways, this paper
attempts to unpack the social experience and cultural imagination of technological modernity
in the late 19th and early 20th century Hindi public sphere. Most existing historical studies of
technology are about the transfer of European technology to India; how Europeans imagined
and deployed it as an instrument of transformation which reflected the ideology and politicaleconomic imperatives of the empire; and so forth. Pioneering as these studies are, they render
the Indian story of technology as part of the extended story of empire, imperial structure,
agents and politics. Critique of modern technology under colonialism is dominated by the
critique of the political economy of imperialism, with an occasional critique of technology’s
morally debilitating character.2 As this paper intends to show, shifting the focus to Indian
experience may illuminate the variegated cultural lives of modern technology in India: the
ways in which new technologies were received, negotiated and assigned new meanings; how
the encounter with technology mediated the consciousness of the emerging social order,
heralded moral-social behavioural transformations, and was inscribed into modern India’s
collective cultural imagination;3 or, to follow Jasanoff, how a new sociotechnical imaginary
was formed.4

Caltī kā nām gāṛī (What moves is a vehicle)
Let me begin with a series of vignettes from the 1880s. Spread across a range of expressive
forms they give us a fair sense of an early nationalist sociotechnical diagnosis of the
challenges India faced from the past and as it sought to shape the future. Radhacharan
Goswami published a cartoon titled ‘Unnati kī gāṛī’(Carriage of progress) in his journal
Bhāratendu, July 1883. It depicted an Englishman holding a whip of śāsan and anuśāsan
(governance and discipline) driving the carriage of progress. The cartoon showed three men –
a Bengali followed by a Marathi and a Punjabi –pushing the carriage forward. Left far behind
was a Hindustani man ensnared in the chains of avidyā (ignorance) and ālasya (inertia).5
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Four months later in his famous public address “Bhāratvarṣ kī unnati kaise ho saktī
hai?” at a religious fair in Ballia in November 1884, Harishchandra remarked on the causes of
India’s problems:6

यह समय ऐसा है िक उ नित की मानो घड़ु दौड़ हो रही है. अमेिरकन, अगं रे ज, फरासीस आिद
तरु की ताज़ी सब सरपट दौड़े जाते ह. सबके जी म यही है िक पाला हमीं पहले छूल. उस समय
िह दक
ू िठयावाड़ी खाली खड़े खड़े टाप से िमट्टी खोदते ह.... िसद्धांत यह है िक वहां के लोग का
यह िसद्धांत है िक एक िछन भी यथर् न जाये. उसके बदले यहाँ के लोग को िजतना िनक मापन
हो उतना ही बड़ा अमीर समझा जाता है. आलस यहां इतनी बढ़ गई िक मलक
ू दास ने दोहा ही
बना डाला “अजगर करै न चाकरी, पंछी करै न काम. दास मलक
ू ा किह गए, सबके दाता राम.
(Our times are marked by an earnest horse race for progress. American,
English, French, Turks, Tazaki all are running at a break-neck speed. Each one
wishes to be the first at the finish line. At this juncture, the Hindu Kathiawadis
are merely digging their heels at the same spot… While the people elsewhere
follow the principle of not wasting a moment unproductively, we, in contrast,
believe that the more unproductive someone is the more affluent he must be.
Our level of lethargy can be gauged from the fact that Malook Das composed
a couplet, “The python does not move a limb, nor are the birds agile. Says poet
Malook Das, Lord Rama is the provider of one and all”)

The race of unnati is on, the carriage of unnati is speeding ahead. Everyone else is
riding it, moving ahead quickly, those missing out are the Hindustani/Hindus. They are in
stasis, mired in inertia and lethargy and will be left behind by other nations/jatis. For, unlike
other communities, the vanguards of Hindustanis or Indian people are mired in a culture of
ignorance, self-indulgence or perhaps, if they are at all into any action, it is marked by
inefficiency and immobility – as the phrase digging the soil with horse-nail suggests. So
much have they privileged the ethic of inaction that this is even cherished and immortalised
(retrospectively) by the poets of this land.
Remarkably, here ‘unnati’ the term which contemporary Hindi and Sanskrit
dictionaries variously defined as ‘increase’, exaltation, elevation, rising, prosperity – i.e.
vertical or horizontal growth without foregrounding any sense of rapidity and mobility7, is
invested with additional meanings or qualities: speed and forward movement. Unnati now
conceptually approximates to ‘progress’, perhaps with a capital P. It is not coincidental that
CSDS DigiPAPERS | 8

the concept is visualised in conjunction with the image of a speeding carriage accelerated by
horse-power or railway engine. As the metaphor used in the next quote shows, India’s stasis
is based on the absence of a railway engine (whose power we know was also measured in the
multiple units of horse-power).8

हमारे िह दु तानी लोग तो रे ल की गाड़ी ह. यद्यिप फ टर् क्लास, सेकड क्लास आिद गाड़ी बहुत
अ छी-अ छी और बड़े महसल
ू की इस ट्रेन म लगी ह पर िबना इिं जन ये सब चल नहीं सकतीं,
वैसे ही िह दु तानी लोग को कोई चलाने वाला हो तो ये क्या नहीं कर सकते…
(Our Hindustani people are like the train coaches. First class, second class and
other nice coaches costing high fares are part of the train, but it cannot move
an inch without an engine. If the Hindustanis too have an engine, they can
achieve the impossible.)

We may ask, what the engine stands for, and who controls and drives the speed
carriage. Perhaps the implication is that the British man and the colonial ruler has this power,
and that the Hindustani middle class, putative vanguard, is at best a support cast or at worst,
absent in this narrative.9 However, what is striking in such imagery is the centrality of the
technology of speed and movement, or its lack. The next excerpt, from an essay published
eight years earlier, offers further clarification on this point.
In the essay titled ‘Bhrātvarshṣ kī samriddhi’ (Prosperity of India), which was
published in Hariścandracandrikā in the year 1875, the future novelist Lala Shriniwas Das
whined:10

“बहुत से बगं ाली और पारसी िसिवल सिवर्स, डाक्टरी और बैिर टरी की परीक्षा देने िवलायत
जाते ह, परंतु कोई इस प्रयोजन से नहीं जाता िक वहाँ से कल का काम सीख कर आवै और
यहाँ इसका प्रचार करै ... पनचक्की, धआ
ु ँचक्की, सतू कातने की कल, व सीने की कल, लोहा
ढालने की कल, भांत भातं की घिड़याँ, अरगनबाजा, गैस की रोशनी, फोटोग्राफ, और छापा
आिद... मनु य ही ने बनाई है और भारतखडं के िनवासी भी चैत य होकर इस काम म म करै
तो सब कुछ बना सकते ह परंतु हाथ पर हाथ धरे बैठे रहने से कुछ नहीं होता है।”
(Many Bengalis and Parsis go abroad to appear in exams and become civil
servants, doctors and barristers. But no one goes with an aim to learn
technological skills and come back to propagate the same here… Windmill,
weaving machine, stitching machine, iron smelting technology, varieties of
watches, musical instruments, gaslight, photography, and print technology,
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etc. are all made by humans. If the inhabitants of the Indian subcontinent also
devote their dedicated labour in these areas, they can also manufacture
everything. Sitting idle will produce nothing.)
Apart from lamenting the general Indian lethargy and inaction, Das was aghast at the
educated Indians’ disinterest in the much needed expertise, knowledge and skills of running
modern machines (kaloṃ kā kām), which he argued was the fulcrum of India’s future
prosperity. Das’s preoccupation with scientific knowledge and technological skills apparently
left its imprint on his social novel, published six years later, on the modernity of Delhi’s
merchant milieu.11 Thus Balkrishna Bhatt, the editor of Hindī pradīp, reviewing Das’ Parīkśa
gurū (1881?), arguably the ‘first’ Hindi Novel, even while welcoming the arrival of a new
novel in the Hindi world, was scathing about the dry and pedantic pedagogy the novelist’s
obsession with science and technology brought into the novel. In the process, he opined, Das
had entirely wasted the enchanting aesthetic promise of the new literary genre.12

“इस उप यास की भाषा और ‘ लाट’ बंिदश बहुत कुछ सरा[हना] के योग्य है [।] ग्रथं कतार् ने
अङ्ग्रेज़ी फारसी सं कृ त और िवज्ञान मे अपनी िलयाकत जहां तक हो सका भरपरू हमसे प्रगट
िकया है [,] पर न जािनए क्य हम इस लेख म एक प्रकार का खापन जचं ता है [।] ... नाटक
वा उप यास के प्रधान अङ्ग ि ंगार [,] हा य, कभी 2 वीर और क णा होते ह सो उन सबकी
इसम कहीं झलक नहीं है [।] क्या नीरा िवदरु प्रजागर और ठौरठौर बेलनू आिद वैज्ञािनक बात ही
के भर देने से सम त लेखनी की चातरु ी समा हो गयी; Novel writing उप यास स ब धी
लेख और िवज्ञान तथा नीित से क्या सरोकार [!] ... ग्रथं कतार् महाशय को अनेक प्रकार के
उपदेशवाक्य और िवज्ञानचातरु ी प्रगट करना था तो गल
ु द ते-यखलाक या िवद्याङ्कुर के ढंग की
कोई पु तक बनाते [।] यिद ये सब ठौर 2 के अनवु ाद िनकाल िलए जाँय तो original portion
असली िह सा उस पु तक का कुछ रही न जाएगा…
(There is much to praise in the language and plot of this novel. The novelist
has exhibited adequate mastery over English, Persian, Sanskrit and sciences,
but somehow we find a sort of dryness pervades its prose... the principle
property of a play or a novel are [erotic] pleasure, humour, and at times,
chivalry and tragedy, but none of these is to be glimpsed here. Has the ability
and skill of writing ended merely [by stuffing the novel] with dry pedagogic
discourse and knowledge of science? What has the discourse on science and
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morality to do with novel writing [?] If one were to remove translated
passages strewn all over, we would hardly be left with anything original.)13
Irrespective of the Bhatt’s judgment on the novel, he was spot on about its scientism.
The novel indeed had voluminous expositions on the virtues of modern scientific morals, and
even their application in everyday life. As for instance, the application of Baconian spirit to
human relations: before befriending or employing anybody, one should arguably put the other
person under observation and “on trial”; (Parīkśa) and after considering the results either
develop trust, social proximity and intimacy with the person or otherwise reject him/her.14
In the March 1883 issue of Bhatt’s journal, perhaps to counter the overdose of such
crude scientism, Bhatt began to serialize a novel Nūtan caritra (New/Young character)
written by one Babu Ratan Chandra, Pleader, High Court. This was apparently a romantic
thriller in which technology features as a very distinct register. The novel unfolds not in
idyllic romantic space but in the techno-social ambience of the railways marked by din, chaos
and excessive mobility. The hero has a chance encounter with the heroine on the railway
platform, manoeuvres to get close to her as they board the train, attempts to strike up a
conversation in the moving train, embraces her to shield her as the train collides with another,
and wins a place in her heart. I shall come back to this novel a little later in more detail.
Here technology is not limited to the appreciation of scientific and technological
knowledge. It is constitutive of a sociotechnical imaginary combining belief and fascination
with anxieties and tensions. This imaginary can be found dispersed or condensed in linguistic
and visual imageries, narrative descriptions, ambience, affect and aesthetics. Many expressive
literary artistic forms, including early novels, cartoons and satirical skits, crudely or subtly,
directly or indirectly, carry reflections on technology as constitutive of modernity. They
grapple with the threat and promise of technology to the existing order of things, and how it
mediates the desire for new ways of being and subjectivity. Within the repertoire of modern
technological objects and infrastructures, it was the railways that acquired prominence.
Massive expansion of railway infrastructure within two to three decades (1840s-1870s)
visibly and radically flattened the geography, altered and reconstituted sensory perception
and sensibility, captured the imagination as the overarching symbol of modernity as bearer of
speed, mobility and progress. For, it was the most ubiquitously visible, giant technology of
speedy mobility encountered actually or potentially by all. Some could frequently or
occasionally take longer journeys beyond their immediate localities for necessities of
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livelihood or religious and social obligation. Even those who did not travel were witness to
the passing of the giant machine carrying humans and their belongings at unprecedented
speed. During the long hours of journey, the train compartment provided a new architecture
for travellers to experience stark spatial segregation as well as a previously unimagined
spatial proximity with strangers, men and women, sitting or standing, beside, above, or facing
each other. Railway compartments provided conditions to devise novel norms and forms of
communication and sociality, of chatting or exchanging opinions, transient public spaces that
lasted till the next destination. Contemporary literature constitutes a complex archive to
reflect upon the heterogeneous ways an Indian sociotechnical imaginary was evolving.

Satire, social anxiety and the domestication of alien technology
To (re)state the obvious, the arrival of railways was inextricably linked with colonialism, its
political economy and its ideology of civilizing mission.15 It would produce an abstract space
of circulation, and act as incubator of the modern subject liberated from primordial customs
and prejudices.16 Despite such claims, the application of this technology in the Indian
subcontinent was guided by the needs of the political economy of colonialism and duly
marked by the racial and class economy of difference in its spatial organisation.17 While these
features framed the response of the Indian intelligentsia to the railways in the second half of
the nineteenth century, other dimensions are observable in the literary works.
Before we track the dominant imageries and affective registers in the literary archive
of railway experiences, a few qualifiers are in order. The satirical attacks on railways
discussed below should not lead us to assume that authors were against the railways. At best
they exhibited the paradox at the heart of the Hindi intelligentsia’s enchantment with modern
science and technology as fulcrum of ‘unnati’ or national progress. Although mediated by
colonialism, it was acutely felt that modern technology was necessary; it could not be
rejected. But it had to be tamed, domesticated and refashioned.18 To capture this
ambivalence, let me begin with a piece of railway satire, Relˡvestotra, published in August
1883 by Radhacharan Goswami in the same journal Bhārˡtendu that printed the cartoon ‘the
carriage of progress.’
Goswami states that the stotra’s pedagogic purpose is to publicise as well as reform
the ailing characteristics of its subject matter in an entertaining way.19 Through the
obliqueness of its satirical technique Relˡvestotra performs a function beyond those of
criticisms and mockery. A stotra, among many other things, describes the essential attributes
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of the object of worship. In the course of its narrative movement each and every attribute of
the worshipped object is detailed, enabling its familiarisation for the reader. Relˡvestotra too
conveys essential qualities and functions of the railways in India. Along with offering
criticism of colonial technology, it performs the task of cultural translation.
“O You [who art] unattainable to gods! Brahmā and Viśvakarmā both are mesmerized
by your unprecedented invention and ready to forego their pride [...]. O [You with a]
magnificent face! You are as magnificent and huge as lord Viṣnu [...]. You are lord
Kārtik, because you split and move across many mountains. You are Ganeśa, because
you have your breakfast with your trunk at every station. You are the forty-nine
Maruts, because like them, more than forty-nine vehicles of yours move
simultaneously!”
“O Durgā! O dissipater of distress! Many of your rustic devotees perceive you as the
incarnation of [goddess] Durgā and prostrate before you. Therefore, O goddess
incarnate omnipresent Rail! Salute to her, salute to her!” 20
Thus the stotra compares the alien-modern technology, its power and magnitude with the
attributes of Hindu deities, and also describes the enchantment of Indians with railways just
as with any divine incarnation. That is to say, stotra here functions as an active literary
instrument of publicizing a modern technological object and rendering it through the familiar
tropes of the prevailing cultural register.21
“O rail! Victory to you, victory to you! And death to cart, ikkā, boat, and ship! Death
to them! Let the Hindustani Kings be afraid of your entry in their kingdom! And the
end to our sorrows [when receiving the] blessings of the precious dust of your wheels
on our head!” …
“O enchantress of the world! O temptress! People of the country unblessed by the
touch of your expiating feet, incessantly pray for your darśan; do picketing at the
government’s doorstep; donate thousands of rupees; and then feel blessed by your
arrival in the country. But when you steal the profit of their trade by your sublime
light, they name you Rer [hassle]! Therefore, O rail, your beginning as well as end are
full of sorrow!”22
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“O beloved of god and demon! You are the lady of the dynasty of monsters. Your
head is in Howrah. Your feet are in Delhi and Karachi. Your hands are AwadhRuhelkhand railways and Rajputana railways. Your tail is the great India peninsula
railways; and all others are your body hair. You are stretched across all of India. The
day you do not get the money bag you eat up India like the proverbial demon
Gayāsura.”23
“O light of European heredity! You are the embodiment of English lineage; therefore,
full of sajātīya pakṣˡpāt [racial/national discrimination]. The very same train at the
same moment is heaven for the Englishmen and hell for the Indians. Therefore,
‘Heaven and hell is on the earth’ – a proposition of the atheists – is true for you.”24
In Relˡvestotra, railways were perceived as an unavoidable quasi-divine, technoindustrial, urban monster, which was an ambiguous gift of colonial rule to India. The
unstoppable march of this modern technology of communication was represented as a threat
not only to pre-modern technologies but also to the pre existing political order. Significantly,
the enthusiasm generated by the seductive power of this technology was duly underlined. But
it was presented with a deep ambivalence. Enchantment with the carriage of progress, on the
one hand, is counterpointed to the exploitative ‘drain of wealth’ caused by the technology, on
the other. The descriptive excess of the panegyric hymn likens the expansiveness of the
railways project and its megalomaniac drive to a mythological demon. Relˡvestotra goes on to
critique railways as constitutive of colonial space marked by racial and class difference and
frames the travel experiences of the colonized from a ‘nationalist’ position.25
While contemporary writers criticised the political economy of railways and its racial
underpinnings, their overwhelming focus was on the difficulty of the journey.26 The railways’
space was perceived as quintessentially modern, and one whose advantage of speedy travel
was not easy to spurn in the face of slow and tardy alternatives. But the experience of railway
travel was chaotic, disorderly, and the immoral and corrupt control of colonial officials,
mostly Indians, rendered it stifling.27 This stotra and other literary pieces highlight how
common Indian travellers were subject to class discrimination, insult and harassment at the
hands of the railway staff. This happened at each and every moment of travel, in getting
access to railways platforms, buying a ticket at the counter, boarding the train, inside the train
compartment, alighting from the train, and so forth. Relevant here are a less known 1884
farce by Harishchandra Kulashrestha Ṭhagī kī capeṭ meṃ bagī kī rapeṭ meṃ28 (Looted by
CSDS DigiPAPERS | 14

robbers chased by tyrants), as well as Rel kā vikaṭ khel29 (The perilous game of the railways).
Ṭhagī opens with the arrival at the railway station from the village of an educated young man,
his mother, a male and a female domestic, and his unsuccessful attempts to get a ticket in
time. The short interval between the opening of the ticket counter and the arrival of the train
proves insufficient because of the stampede orchestrated by the corrupt police constable
whose men in the crowd hurl objects at the ticket counter. Finally, he has to bribe the police
constable to fetch a ticket for him and manages to board the train.30Rel kā vikaṭ khel deals
with a similar theme. A rustic adult and his beautiful young wife struggle to get a ticket and
board the train. After being cheated, looted and humiliated by the railway peon, constable and
ticket-bābū, he manages to board the train at the last moment with the help of a push (actually
a kick on his behind) by the railway guard. Frequently, by the turn of the century, the
difficulties of travel experience in Indian trains were contrasted with the pleasure and comfort
of American trains. 31 The guiding idea of such farces is that the railways, a modern technosocial space avowedly under the rule of law, was actually subject to unlawful manipulation
by railway officials and perpetuated class and racial discrimination. Kicked and pushed inside
the cramped compartment where it is difficult to rest or move comfortably, the passengers are
treated akin to boxes of parcels loaded and stacked on the train at one station and unloaded at
another, or as if they were criminals thrown into a prison without basic amenities.
Relˡvestotra also describes the railway station as follows:
“O You of dreadful tickets! Bless me so that I shall not be looted by the ticket-babu;
O Crowd Filler! Bless me for I shall not be trampled in the stampede! O Beloved of
blue monkeys [guards]! Bless me so that I shall not be teased by them. O Verisimilar
to prison! Bless me for I shall not be incarcerated for hours. O Constrainer of nature’s
call! Bless me so that I shall be able to defecate freely.”32

Rel-pel and the (im)possibility of order
Rel-pel, rer, rela, etc. are interesting idioms that we often encounter in the descriptions of
railway journeys and travel to pilgrimage centres. Needless to mention, the two were often
intertwined as the latter was itself massively enabled by the infrastructure of railways. Rel-pel
meant abundance, plenty, crowd, bustle and to shove, to push, to stuff, to cram, to squeeze
out etc. even in its pre-railway or even pre-modern usage, as the dictionaries by Thompson,
Platts and Das suggests. Due to phonetic similarity with the English word ‘Rail’ and travel
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experience, it seems the word Rel-pel got a new gloss in the late nineteenth century. The
emotion of rail-pel overwhelms the depiction of the late nineteenth century collective
experience of train journey in satirical pieces as well as early novels. It conveys a smothering
condition of rush and chaos amidst pell-mell crowds in unfamiliar public spaces while it also
suggests a bid to hold onto one’s own in the midst of such rushing and pushing by strangers.
We can perhaps take the imagery of crowd and confusion as an allegory of modern
experience, the expectations that accompanied it and efforts to deal with it as part of the story
of its domestication. The ungovernable fear of railways as a space of rush, chaos and the
collapse of orderliness is refracted through satire and novel in extremely interesting and
various ways.
In literary writing one aspect of rel-pel lies in the anxiety of dealing with strangers in
new and unfamiliar spaces governed by hitherto unknown temporal rhythms. In many
instances, especially satires, the touch and gaze of strangers in rail travel conjures the fear of
compromising the purity of one’s food and caste, and purdah of women. Perception of
railways as leveller perhaps relates to the land; unlike roadways, which followed the natural
topography, the railways literally flattened unlevelled surfaces, broke and tunnelled into the
mountains and bridged the divides of streams.33 Fear of the Railways as breaker of caste
practices is adequately documented in autobiographical writings too. When Damodar Shastri
(b. 1848) took his first journey from Karad (Satara, Maharashtra) to Kashi along with his
father, a noted Vedic scholar, around the year 1864, they preferred a bullock cart to train
travel. This was the father’s final journey, to spend his last days in Banaras, and he was afraid
that railway travel would pollute his food and caste.34 It is not incidental that along with
satirical pieces on railways as a space of racial and class discrimination there was a
simultaneous advocacy for the reconstitution of social markers of hierarchy and difference
that were arguably threatened by the levelling impetus of the railways. Railway spaces
oblivious of caste difference were at times compared with the non-discriminatory space of a
brothel or a socially open religious cult. Satirical disgust at the erasure of socio-spatial
markers is often spelt out in no uncertain terms, not only against Muslims and Christians, but
also against lower caste Hindus. A couple of excerpts will be helpful here.
“O multifaceted lady of the world! At your bottom is the nīl-cakra35 [‘blue wheel’]
and at the top is the bhairavī-cakra36 [‘dark wheel’]. Because sitting on the precious
throne inside your temple, Hindu, Muslim and Christian become equal and dine
together. Therefore, threatened by the kali age, the following two proverbs – ‘The
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entire world begs for the Supreme Being’s alms’ and ‘Under the shadow of
bhairavīcakra all castes are twice-born’37 – have found refuge in you […]. O
Embodiment of the world! How should I go on praising you? You are the bar-girl.
You welcome everybody. You are the shelter of the shelter-less […].”38
This Brahmanic anxiety is more pronounced in another satire Relˡve-dokaṭ on the
farcicality of the railways’ legal regulations and their implementation. Mocking the legal
system, it says in the beginning that ‘everywhere else it is ekaṭ’ (discerning wordplay on
English term ‘act’: it is used here in the sense of one common standard) but ‘in the railways it
is dokaṭ’ (double standard). Relˡve-dokaṭ disapproves the failure to adhere to the spatial
segregation of the ‘untouchables’, projecting it as nothing but the result of (unjust) colonial
duplicity. For the colonial promotes its own practice of (racial) segregation but is oblivious of
the Indian version:
“The Hindu and the Muslim hate the Bhaṅgī [scavenger caste], [even so] the latter
should be forced to sit beside the former.”39
Such examples work in counterpoint to colonial enthusiasts of technology who projected
railways as breakers of caste-taboos, and indicate a strong desire to reconstitute caste
practices in the changing circumstances. Anecdotal evidence suggests the beginning of a
privatization of such practices in the context of travel.
Along with the challenge it posed to maintaining caste purity, the railways were also
perceived as an insecure and morally volatile space for respectable (Hindu) women. Not only
were they exposed to the gaze of lecherous railway officials and lower class male passengers,
they were placed in spatial proximity to morally corrupting lower class-caste women.40 This
anxiety is conspicuous in Rel kā vikaṭ khel and in various letters to the editors and petitions to
the government. ‘Native gentlemen’ submitted innumerable petitions to the railway
authorities and wrote open letters to various journals urging that special arrangements be
made for their womenfolk at railway stations: when they were on the platform, boarding the
train and in seating arrangements inside compartments that would protect them from the male
gaze and the proximity of lower class women. Thus, one Hardev Prasad, in a letter printed in
Hindī Pradīp, in April 1881, asked the editor to communicate his grievances to the ‘sarkārbahādur’.
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Romance in the train
At one level the image of chaos and forced intimacy betrayed Brahmanic male anxieties. At
another, it conjured uncertain and unforeseeable possibilities in what might come about in
encounters with strangers on the train. The railway journey was imaginatively reconfigured
as the space of romantic encounters, love and chivalry, even of socio-sexual transgressions.
Let me take the case of the 1882 romantic thriller ‘New/Young Character’. It is one of the
earliest Hindi novels to overtly declare its subject to be new, young, modern men and women.
Its principal protagonists Vivek Ram and Chitrakala have a chance encounter at Harthala
Railway station (Moradabad) and develop feelings of romantic love in the course of the
railway journey. Here is a brief summary of the story. Waiting for a train, Vivek and his
friend Daulat, two city boys from Delhi, complain about the lack of fun, frolic, and beautiful
women at the sleepy station. There is boy-talk, the titillating possibility of having fun with
girls from the nearby girls’ school. Suddenly there appears a beautiful girl, a student-resident
of the school, with an elderly maid who has come to see her off. Vivek gets Daulat to see if
he can bribe the maid so they can travel in the same compartment with the school girl. While
the maidservant rebukes them, the girl looks at the hero with curiosity, sending a tremor
through his heart. The mischievous city boys scheme to get in the same compartment, but the
girl ignores them and gets busy reading a book. Responding to Vivek’s desires to get close to
the girl, Daulat acts the villain, passing lewd remarks and touching her hand. The hero throws
him out, appearing to forfeit his friendship to save the heroine from sexual assault. The girl,
Chitrakala is grateful, fulfilling Vivek’s objectives. When Vivek and Chitrakala introduce
themselves, the story shows them to be of respectable social background. Chitrakala was
raised by an English officer whose life was once saved by her subedar father during the
sepoy rebellion of 1857; Vivek is the son of a rich merchant whose forefathers were treasurer
of the Mughal emperors. Suddenly, Vivek, realising that the train is about to collide with
another, impetuously grabs Chitrakal in his arms and confesses to having romantic feelings.
The very next moment the train meets with an accident. Confused and shocked Chitrakala
realises she is lying beneath the warm body of this stranger man, that she has been saved
from a life-threatening injury by Vivek who is injured and unconscious. Vivek is rescued by
the railway doctor and his friend Daulat and admitted to hospital, while Chitrakala departs by
the next train. Before leaving she expresses her romantic feelings but laments that urgent
personal reasons prevent her from staying to look after Vivek.41
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In contrast to train travel eliciting fear of crowds and chaos, and patriarchal and caste
anxieties, in this instance it is recast as the site of romantic possibilities, sexual desire and
social transgression, something discursively impossible in any other setting or space in the
1880s.42 The hero also bears early signs of a new masculinity: one which accesses modern
speed technology but also contains ever-present dangers of the accident while also extending
male protection to women in the less controllable space of the railway carriage (although in
this case it is a staged performance).43 Here is a (patriarchal) domestication of the unfamiliar
modern railways and its techno-social infrastructure. 44
There is a conscious literary-political move to symbolically transform the strange,
racially and socially fraught space of the train journey. It is appropriated and transformed
through romance and sexual-intimacy as well as through new masculine intervention into an
orderly, habitable, intimate, enclosed, privatised one. This is achieved through a ‘modern
character’ whose masculinity has acquired new attributes. [A man/ a hero who can bring
order, a man who can avert tragedy, a man who can save women, control the techno-social
chaos and make the space women friendly, akin to home.] An interesting variant of this quest
is the ideal Hindu, straightforwardly reflected in the title of a later novel Ādarś hindū, written
by one Lajjaram Mehta. Mehta, co-editor of Bombay’s Śrī Venkateśvar Samācār, was a
Sanatani Brahman, championed cow-protection, supported child marriage, defended
varnashrama and appreciated British rule for ending the Muslim tyranny.45 Published jointly
by Kashi Nagari Pracharini Sabha and Indian Press, Allahabad in 1914, the novel aims to
portray the everyday life and action of an ordinary Brahman man who is meant to embody
(perhaps inherent to his ascriptive identity) all the virtues of an ideal modern Hindu man. He
is MA in English literature, manager of a court of wards of a zamindari, a devout go-sevak,
upholder of varna system, believer in daily ritualistic purity and idol-worship, anti-Muslim
and pro-government in political orientation, a loving husband of an educated and virtuous
wife suspicious of every unknown man’s gaze and proximity. He is a man who goes on
honeymoon with his wife and takes his parents on pilgrimage, and so forth. The novel moves
across North India through the new grid of railway lines linking Hindu pilgrimage centres
such as Prayag, Gaya, Kashi etc. The author frequently expounds on the ways and virtues of
being a good Hindu, the greatness of Hindi and his perspective on society at large.46
Here I will focus on the light the novel throws on the experience of railways. As the
scene shifts to the premise of the railway station, the continuing rhythm of life/narrative in
the novel is suddenly disrupted; a sense of dislocation and disorientation takes precedence
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due to rel-pel. This creates the space for an ideal Hindu to take charge of the situation by his
actions and by engaging others in conversation. Unlike the purity conscious Brahmin of
nineteenth century autobiographical and satirical narratives, this ideal Hindu man, Pandit
Priyanath, is not only at ease in the crowded space of railways but actively participates in
reforming the chaotic space by his exemplary behaviour and actions. He does not disapprove
of those who eat and drink at stations and do not carry their own food and lotā-dorī, but he
himself maintains caste protocols by privatizing his taboos. He and his family carry their
lotā-dorī and do not eat during the journey; after alighting from the train, they do not eat
before bathing; and so on. In one episode, Priyanath witnesses the mayhem from the rush for
water and food at a railway station where management has effectively collapsed, station
employees are on strike, and train delays have piled up arrivals. He challenges the unruly
crowd quibbling over water at a nearby well by taking out a blazing sword (no idea from
where!). In the absence of authority, this modern Hindu man rises to the occasion, commands
like a kshatriya and renders the chaos governable. The fearful crowd attends to his commands
and literally fall in line, joining a queue to obtain water, and without pushing each other.
Priyanath manages to get sweets from a family which had hosted a wedding the previous
night in a nearby village, and distributes them among the hungry and distressed crowd. On
another occasion, he grabs a thief stealing his wife’s luggage at the station by his collar and
hands him over to police. In both novels discussed here, whether the verbose pedagogy of
Ādarś hindū, or the lightness of romantic entertainment of Nūtan caritra, a key concern is
insecurity of women travelling in public space, vulnerable to staring and sexual harassment
by stranger men of all classes.47
Trawling the literary archive for material on railway experience, we come across an
attempt to render the space as one of gossip and fun, not only for men but for women too.
Here it is instructive to consider the work of Rajendrabala Ghosh, alias Bangamahilā, the first
woman writer in Hindi. Her 1906 story Dulāivālī, one of the earliest short stories in Hindi,
offers a counterpoint to the other examples we have cited.48 It makes fun of a modern
gentleman for his exhibition of paternalist concern towards a respectable woman co-traveller,
sitting veiled next to him in the train compartment. It turns out the veiled woman has been
duping the man throughout the journey. Her husband, who happens to be the young
gentleman’s friend, is hiding on the upper berth. The spouses had concocted this plan to
tease, unsettle and make fun of this otherwise nice soul. The story sends up the paternalist
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assumptions and anxieties of the respectable male confronted with the unchaperoned woman
traveller, ridiculing these attitudes in no uncertain terms.

Reforming the lecherous Indian male traveller
In the light of substantial recorded cases of sexual harassment and social discomfort faced by
increasing number of middle class women travellers, we begin to notice appeals urging
reform of the behaviour of Indian men in public spaces; in innumerable instances, railway
stations and train compartments became the particular focus of reformist attention.49 This is
observable even while rel-pel, mismanagement by government and railway authorities, and
the mistreatment of women as well as general passengers by railway officials and police
continued to dominate public concern and debate.50 For example, look at the cartoon below.

Figure 1 ‘Hindustānī relˡgāṛī ka tīsˡrā darjā’ (Third class carriage of Indian railways)

The cartoon, ‘Hindustānī relˡgāṛīka tīsˡrā darjā’ (Third class of Indian railways), depicts the
general hardship of travelling with women and also the inconvenience faced by women.51 It
shows a railway guard kicking the Indian passengers inside the (not so) crowded third class
train compartment. While men are managing to get inside the train, the woman has fallen
down on the platform as a result of the stampede. Hence, the ‘insecure’ space of the railways
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is depicted as hostile to ‘delicate’ and ‘weak’ women where they are even prone to physical
accident and danger apart from moral humiliation and sexual harassment. We may observe
something else about this image, which is otherwise not easy to capture through literary
sources; this is that the (white colonialist) push inadvertently brings the disparate Indian men
and women into huddled proximity and forced intimacy with each other. The cartoon visually
amplifies not only 19th century literary depictions, but the persistence into the 20th Century of
the trope of mistreatment and forced intimacy of third class passengers. And it now acquired
a new nationalist gloss, a heterogeneous crowd united by a shared experience of railway
travel enabling the imagination of a national collective. The nationalist imperative, especially
after 1920, connected with another key dimension we have been concerned with, the
gendered dimensions of public space, in which the railways had a significant function. A
vigorous nationalist advocacy of women’s education and the end of pardah sanctioned
women’s arrival in public spaces and political activities. The threatening dimensions of
public space were now targeted, and not only in relation to (colonial) officials and charlatans;
Indian men of all classes were presented as potential predators in need of reform.
We observe a new focus that held staring Indian men responsible for making the
public/railway space inhospitable, especially for new women who had discarded pardah in
the background of the nationalist call to educate and reform women. In this focus, the railway
spaces are not severely cramped carriages, but the comfortable and congenial second or first
class compartments. This shift related to post-pardah women takes place especially from the
1920s onwards. Let me illustrate this with some more examples from contemporary cartoons.

Figure 2 ‘Hamāre relˡve steśˡnoṃ kā dṛiśya’ (A scene at our railway stations)
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Figure 3 Puruṣ samāj steśan par (Menfolk at the Station)
‘Hamāre relˡve steśˡnoṃ kā dṛiśya’ (A scene at our railway stations) depicts Hindu
women from a ‘respectable’ middle class family standing at the railway station being
lecherously stared at by men travelling in the train and standing on the platform. The caption
below states: “The appearance of women without veil at the station is like a thunderbolt. Here
is a common depiction of how everyone – railway officials, passengers, coolies and vendors –
stare and expect to allure [them]!!”52 The next cartoon, ‘Puruṣ samāj steśan par’ (Menfolk at
the station),53 has a gentleman ogling a women’s compartment, his headgear falling off in
excitement. Both the images convey more than their captions suggest.
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Along with

caricaturing lecherous men, the cartoons implicitly urge men to stop staring and harassing
women train travellers.

Figure 4 Pletphorm par snān (Bathing at the Platform)
In these illustrations, unveiled young women walk and travel despite harassment, and often
without male company. They are unlike Chitrakala and Priyamvada of the nineteenth century
novels. They don’t keep their desire for interaction and intimacy confined to their absorption
in characters in a book they read or pretend to read. They don’t use books as a novel form of
parda to hide away from the predatory male gaze. Instead they chatter amongst themselves,
moving ahead with raised heads and unveiled faces. At times they ignore sleazy men by
turning their back on them, at others they look back with brave faces (and with clenched fist!)
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on staring men.54 The next cartoon ‘Pletphorm par snān’ (Shower on the platform) ridicules
the stupidity of a Marwari businessman obsessed with ritual purity. It shows him (or a pānipāṇḍe, i. e., a Brahmin water-server, whom he instructs while seated inside the train
compartment) pouring water over his wife as she squats on the platform. The wife appears
unwilling and even resistant as she sits partially shrouded under a veil. Perhaps she is irked at
the lack of a private bathing space and her husband’s crude behaviour. In the background,
Indian men inside the train and English men on the platform stare and laugh.55 Cumulatively
these images suggest a desire to make the railway station and rail travel into public spaces
that afford women hospitality, dignity, and a sense of social ease; the onus lies on men to
cultivate new manners and behaviour in public.

Figure 5 Yahāṃ aur vahāṃ ke sabhya yātrī (Civilized travellers: Here and There)
I cite several more cartoons that capture a critical attitude to the behaviour of Indian
male travellers. ‘Yahāṃ aur vahāṃ ke sabhya yātrī’ (Civilized travellers, Here and There),
comparing India and Europe, depicts Indian men as disrespectful, staring at woman travellers
and refusing to offer a seat to a standing woman. In Europe, in contrast, a man offers his seat
to a woman passenger with a chivalrous gesture. What is more, unlike the Indians in this
cartoon, European men appear caught up in their own affairs, exhibiting no intrusive focus on
the beautiful woman passenger.56
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Figure 6 Rel-yātrā meṃ (In the train journey)
‘Rel-yātrā meṃ’ (In the rail journey)57 shows the duplicity and sexual cunning of
Indian men by contrasting their attitude to their own wife and to other women. In the course
of the train journey Indian men sleep comfortably without an iota of concern for the comfort
of their wives and children. However, they are quick to relinquish their personal comfort for
the comfort of other women and children, though, the cartoon suggests, perhaps only to keep
a lecherous eye on them. How despicable are Indian men in these cartoons! Here the cartoons
seek to change their outlook, urging them to respect the women of their own family, and
conduct themselves civilly to stranger women.
It was not only a liberal, pro-woman outlook which criticised the lecherous Indian
male. There was often an overlap with reformist literary discourses that viewed erotic
literature, especially pre-modern śr̥ ingāra (erotic) poetry, as responsible for India’s moralcultural decline.58 Men’s predatory behaviour was often linked to a cheap and misplaced
sense of aesthetics deriving from such decadent literary sources. This is clearly reflected in
the following cartoon ‘Ras gyān aur narī sammān’ (Knowledge of rasa and women’s
respect)59 as well as a remarkable story cum belles-lettre by Shivpujan Sahay.60
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Figure 7 Ras gyān aur narī sammān
In the first plate, the cartoon depicts a smoking man who is deeply engrossed in the
rasa of reading shringara or traditional erotic poetry. Reading conjures a beautiful maiden
who saturates and overpowers the imagination, conveyed through an image-balloon. The next
plate describes the social consequence of reading such literature, the rasik (connoisseur)
ogling a woman alighting from the tram/ekka as the very embodiment of this erotic poetic
imagination. In an interesting coincidence, itself suggestive of how fertile this question of a
critique of the erotic was, Shivpujan Sahay’s prose makes the same point in the ornamental
idiom of śr̥ ingāra literature.

अक मात् चंद्रमोहन बाबू से भट हो गई. भट होते ही, बड़े आ ाद के साथ, हम गलबिहयं ाँ म
पकड़कर, अ वल दरज़े के एक ड बे के सामने ले जाकर, अलग से ही इशारा करके , बोले –
“देखो, ऐसी का त-कलेवरा लाव य-यि का तमु ने कभी देखी थी? म तो प्रितिदन सं या-समय
टहलते-टहलते टेशन चला आता हू.ँ प्र येक िदन डाकगाड़ी म एक-से-एक सु दर प देखता हू.ँ
िक तु ऐसा प आज तक मने कभी डाकगाड़ी म नहीं देखा था. अहा! कै सा मनोमग्ु धकर प
है! यह मानसरोवर की कमल-किलका अथवा नंदन-कानन का िवकिसत पािरजात- तवक भले
ही न हो; पर उस ‘परमर य आराम’ की पाटिल-पटली तो अव य है. ते साड़ी ऐसी शोभती है
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जैसे बगल
ु े के पंख म म ली लपेटी हुई हो... िसर पर से होता हुआ अचं ल, कमर तक पहुचँ ,
कमरबंद से कसकर बेकस हो गया है! वक्ष थल पर रे शमी फूल की झालर तो य जान पड़ती है,
मानो पवर्त-शृगं पर मृदल
ु लितका आरोहण कर रही हो... देखो अपनी सौ द यर्-गवर्-गिरमा से
यह िबजली की रोशनी को भी मात कर रही है. जब हसं देती है तब द त-द्यिु त देखकर िबजलीब ी भी लि जत हो जाती है! इसके हाथ का रे शमी माल कभी वेद-िबंदु पीकर अपनी तृषा
शांत करता है और कभी कमर को चमू कर िनहाल हो जाता है.... एक भद्रमिहला के स ब ध
अनिभमत बात सनु कर हम से चपु न रहा गया. हमने उनकी गलबिहयं ाँ छुड़ाकर, उ ह फटकारते
हुए कहा- “च द्रमोहनबाब!ु आपके मख
ु से ऐसी अवांछनीय बात सनु ने की आशा हम नहीं थी.
यिद आप व ततु ः िन य ही ऐसे अभद्र कायर् के िलए टेशन आया करते ह, तो यह बड़ी ग्लािन
और ल जा का िवषय है!
(Incidently, I met Chandramohan Babu. As soon as we met, he happily put his
hand around my shoulder and rushed me to the First class compartment.
Gesturing inside he said, “Have you ever seen such a sultry siren, such elegant
string of pearls? Everyday in the evening I stroll to the railway station and
watch the greatest of the beauties inside the mail train. But I never ever saw
such a beauty in the train. Wow! What a mind boggling figure! She may not
be a lotus bud of Mansarovar or a flower from paradise, but she is certainly a
floral specimen from a heavenly abode. In her spotless white sari she appears
as if a fish is wrapped in the wings of a crane... Falling from her head the
border of her sari has barely reached her waistline and is struggling to free
itself from the clutches of her waistband. The string of silky flowers on her
breasts appears as if a delicate plant is climbing upon a mountain range. When
she laughs, the brightness of her teeth puts an electric bulb to shame! The
handkerchief in her hand is quenching its thirst by drinking her sweat drops or
by kissing her waist”…. Listening to such inappropriate words regarding a
respectable lady I could no longer stay silent. Removing his hands from my
shoulder, I rebuked him, “ Chandramohan Babu! I did not expect such lewd
and unacceptable remarks from you. If you indeed come to the station for such
a disgusting purpose, it is really sad and shameful.”)
The text exposes a modern rasik of literature, Chandramohan Babu, who visits the
railway station every day and peeps into the first class compartment to leer at the young and
beautiful women sitting inside. The text however appears to do something more than just
registering once again the railway station as a significant modern site of carnal spectatorship.
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It underlines that the young man’s lascivious behaviour stems not only from a generalised
modern corruption, but in its combination with a decadent literary connoisseurship of older
vintage. It is scathing in its attack on Chandramohan’s cheap attempts to do nakh-sikh varnan
(top to toe description), highlighting the voluptuousness of a woman’s body on the pretext of
doing aesthetic appreciation of shringara rasa in the now.61 My juxtaposing of this cartoon
with Sahay’s prose is to suggest that the attempt to reform the lecherous Indian/Hindu men
faced with the allure of seeing women in public spaces combines, in this case, with the
excoriation of a corrupting erotics with a longer history. The combination of old and new is
staged within the laboratory of the speed carriage. But we may consider that the problem of
the male gaze towards educated mobile women without parda may have derived from more
than one outlook or genealogy. This leaves us with a question. Did the critique of a predatory
male gaze portrayed in the cartoons inevitably propose a more emancipatory context for
women?

Coda
In most representations from the early twentieth century onwards, the caste anxiety about
food and touch is no longer publicly expressed vis-a-vis non-Muslims.62 In fact, a turn
towards privatisation and hygenisation of caste anxiety can be perceived to be happening at
the level of general practice. Travellers carry their own food, buying only fruits, sweets (and
occasionally tea) during the journey. It is as if through disciplined and restrictive consumer
practice, caste practice is reinscribed into a public space that is at once shared and separate,
the boundary being the body itself, secured from the contamination of food cooked by others.
However, there was a tendency for such senses of purity and pollution to be sublimated into
an overarching discourse of hygiene. Anecdotal references in the memoirs of the time
indicate that even if one was indiscriminate about what one ate and drank on the journey,
washing and cleaning oneself immediately before taking a meal and on reaching the
destination was considered imperative. 63 Was this a cleansing of the self from the impurities
of train travel and consumption?
Further, the problem of rel-pel takes a back seat, or it mutates into the question of
class discrimination faced by the masses who travel in the third class, as reflected above in
the cartoon ‘Hindustānī relˡgaṛī ka tīsˡrā darjā’. The earlier salience given to racial
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discrimination is also diffused as a form of class discrimination as the cartoon strip below
further suggests (See figure 8).

Figure 8 Relve śiṣtācār (Railway manners)
Cartoons satirizing ‘railway manners’ focus increasingly on the class question. All are
customers, all are Indians, but dignity and respect is allocated differentially and sometimes
not at all. A cartoon strip juxtaposing the class prejudice displayed in the manners of railway
officials is self-explanatory: they are aggressive and rude to third class passengers, impolite
to inter-class travellers, polite and respectful to the second class and are servile in their
dealings with first class passengers!
Certain thematic strands continue in a modified way. One such is the railway as a
space of sociability, of romantic encounters and the possibility of meeting strange, eccentric,
and funny characters. The question of chance and coincidence is significant here, as indicated
in the title of a wonderful reformist love story, Saṃyog (Coincidence) by Anoop Lal Mandal
published in Cāṃd in October 1931.64 Young men and women meet on the train,
communicate through symbolic exchanges such as the reading and sharing of each other’s
books, separate on journey’s conclusion only to meet up later near a college. They fall in love
and in the end the poor but educated boy marries the girl despite her mother being a former
prostitute. The other continuing strand is the discursive mapping of railway space as the
microcosm of Indian society and politics. This is sketchily observable in early novels like
Ādarś hindū, in which the protagonist Pandit Priyanath enters into conversation with fellow
passengers belonging to different castes, communities and professions. While a regional,
social and linguistic multiplicity is thus mapped, it is done with a specific purpose in mind, to
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establish the claim of Sanskritized Hindi as the language of inter-regional and national
communication.65 This theme becomes prominent in the prose narratives of the 1940s and
after. In a less heavy handed mapping of the national, Harimohan Jha’s Rel kī bāt (Talk of the
Train) is about the romance of gastronomic and sexual transgression that unifies the
culturally diverse India embodied in young Punjabi, Bengali and Malayali couples traveling
together by train. The progressive couples not only exchange food amongst themselves, but
also, quite suggestively, swap their spouses in the overnight journey. It should be noted that
this story, originally composed in Maithili but also popular in Hindi translation, was written
in the post-Independent Nehruvian decades.66
And, finally, gender questions continue, but now with new dimensions and density.
As I have shown, the railway space is one of male spectatorship populated mainly by Indian
travellers, bystanders, venders and vagabonds. Attempts continue to reimagine railway space
to make it congenial for women. At one level, the focus is on the reform of Indian men of all
classes through the lens of satire. Ideal models for emulation emerge in prose literature, as in
a new masculinity that makes the railway space habitable and hospitable for mobile women
traveling without male companions. I have suggested that such models may also carry certain
identitarian drives, as with the Hindu male who can accommodate a new sociality even as he
and his family adhere to privatized caste protocols. On the other side of masculine reform lies
that of female autonomy which we have observed in several illustrations capturing the novel
sociality of the railway platform, a research thread we may develop further.
To conclude, since the late nineteenth century our ideas and practices have been
profoundly transformed by the incorporation of new and ever-changing technologies into our
daily existence. Railways and many other technological objects became thoroughly integral
components mediating social consciousness and constituting new subjectivities. What is
more, railways acquired an enduring presence that extended into the ‘dreamscapes of Indian
modernity’, to borrow from Jasanoff. Indeed, modern technology remained central to the
utopian imagination of an egalitarian and just social order in future centuries powered by an
anti-colonial nationalist quest, and inspired by the emancipatory promise of socialism in the
wake of the Bolshevik Revolution. And, not surprisingly, within this utopian imagination the
railway occupied a prominent place, indicated in the interesting reference I end this paper
with.
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In a fascinating utopian Hindi literary work, Rahul Sankrityayan’s Bāisvīṃ sadī, (c.
1924), the future of India and the world order was envisioned in extremely exciting ways. It
poses the question, how would the world look after 200 years of complete democratization of
social political and cultural life, collectivisation of production, the end of private property,
demise of imperialism, complete decimation of hierarchy, and the pacification of social and
political orders? In Sankrityayan’s vision, modern technology remains central and
constitutive of humanity’s progress, and the railway is imagined as the key technology of
free, comfortable and swift mobility in radical contrast to its history under colonialism. Its
compartments are not segregated by class, or even divided along gender lines. It was a dream
of architectural and spatially equality and cultural cosmopolitanism. The passengers travel
without rel-pel, the stations are no longer sites of spectatorship, din and crowd. Train
compartments appear as intimate spaces: small, cosy and moving houses unaffected by the
weather outside and insulated from human noise and the creak of machines. Trains have
amazingly clean toilets, hygienic pantries and even a mini-hospital. From the comfortable
layout of this transportation technology that extends into the future, the protagonist-narrator
undertakes a panoramic survey of the heterogeneous geography of the economically and
politically equal peoples and landscapes of India – impossible in the colonial order of things
where one could barely afford to see out from the window of a cramped compartment!67
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Laura G. Bear, “Miscegenation of Modernity: Constructing European respectability and race in the Indian
railway colony, 1857-1931”, Women’s History Review, 3, 4 (1994): 531-548.
41
The plot then moves to Delhi where she meets her brother to undertake another train ride to Lahore to meet
their ailing patron, the Englishman who had financed their education and upbringing. However, due to further
twist and turns of the event/plot, Chitrakala is kidnapped. Vivek who had come back to Delhi after a few days
looks for his love, finds his brother grief stricken about his missing sister, and ultimately rescues Chitrakala
from her kidnappers. Further episodes of the novel I have not been able to trace yet.
42
Two episodes, in fact, are titled as ‘Caltī ṭren’ (Moving Train).
43
For accident, hero’s intervention as saviour, etc. in English literary context see Nicholas Daly, “Blood on the
Tracks: Sensation Drama, the Railway, and the Dark Face of Modernity” Victorian Studies, Vol. 42, No. 1
(Autumn, 1998 - Autumn, 1999), pp. 47-76.
44
We also witness the emergence of a new aesthetic sensorium in the new genre of novel –eg aesthetics which
is constituted and enabled through modern commodities and techno-industrial artefacts such as the railways and
its infrastructure. This is too vast an area of research to be captured in detail here. It, however, needs to be
registered. For, this new aesthetic development can be noticed even in Parīkśa gurū which begins with
references to new Belgian and French glasses, commodities of conspicuous consumption that the protagonist
desires to buy for his bungalow.
45
All extracts and references are from the reprint; Lajjārām Mehtā, Ādarś hindū, Ed. Kumār Pankaj (Dillī:
Anāmikā pabliśars, 2016)
46
To understand how traditional pilgrimage centres like Prayag Kumbh Mela were redefined in the nineteenth
century in the light of the wider changes including the railway communication, see for example, Kama Maclean,
‘Making the Colonial State Work for You: The Modern Beginnings of the Ancient Kumbh Mela in Allahabad’,
Journal of Asian Studies, 62, 3 (2003): 873-905.
47
See Mehta, Ādarś hindū, pp. 48-52, 99-111, 172-176.
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48

Sarasvatī, Bhāg 7, sankhyā 9. Cf Bhavdev Pāndey, Hindī Kahānī kā pahlā daśak (Dillī: Remādhav
pablikeśan, 2006).
49
I am not going to discuss the other side of this story, of nationalist male prescriptions for new womanhood,
her public role, conduct of manners, etc. are too well known in historiographical literature.
50
These targets continue to appear in cartoons, personal accounts, and letters to the editors. For example, see
Rel-yātrā meṃ striyoṃ ko kaṣṭ, Cāṃd, October 1924.
51
Sudhā, May 1928
52
Cāṃd, April 1928
53
Cāṃd, June 1930
54
Ian Kerr’s pioneering and fascinating essay also uses a cartoon by Gaganendra Nath Tagore depicting male
passengers staring at passing young women at the railway station. He uses the cartoon as a random example of
naturalization of railway technology in everyday life. This essay indicates various possibilities rather than
archiving the density of print representations. Kerr, “Representation of Railways in Colonial and Post-colonial
South Asia”, 319-20.
55
Cāṃd, November1931. First published in the Mārvārī aṃk (special issue) of Cāṃd (1929) that dedicated itself
to a scintillating exposure of the repression and corruption in the Marwari community, it was reproduced many
times in the same journal as well as in cartoon albums.
56
Cāṃd, March 1930.
57
Cāṃd, April 1936
58
See Francesca Orsini, The Hindi Public Sphere: Language and Literature in the Age of Nationalism (Delhi:
Oxford University Press, 2002); Abhay Kumār Dūbe, ‘Rītikāl sanhār se nāyikā-dveṣ tak’ in Sāhitya meṃ
anāmantrit (Dillī: Sastā sāhitya manḍal, 2018), 15-43.
59
Cāṃd, June 1935
60
‘Vicār citra’ (first published in 1914) and reprinted in an anthology Śivpūjan Sahāy, Vibhūti: Solah lalit
kahaniāṃ (Laheriasarāi: Pustak bhanḍār, 1920), 83-85.
61
Sahay, unlike other reformist contemporaries, does not blame tradition of shringara poetry as morally
corrupting. He underlines its (textual and contextual) misuse and misunderstanding by modern rasiks.
62
In the railway stations there were, however, separate dining rooms, hotels, water supplies for Hindus and
Muslims. Mukhopadhyaya (2019) deals with it at length.
63
See for example a biographical memoir about Pandit Ramavatar Sharma, Professor, Patna College. He did not
observe food taboos in train journeys and at railway stations, but was obsessed with observing personal hygiene,
he went for shower each time he returned home from outside or went to the toilet Siṃh, Mahathā Sukhdev
Narāyan, ed., Rāmāvatārˡgāthā (Chaprā: Bhāratīya śastra samādar samiti, 1978), p. 50 and 101.
64
Born in Bihar’s Purnia district Anoop Lal Mandal (1896-1982) became a famous writer and novelist in the
1920s and 30s, with novels also published by Chand Press. For more detail see Pariṣad patrikā: Anūplāl
Maṇḍal aṃk, Saṃyukatāṃk, (Patnā: Bihār rāṣtrabhāṣā pariṣad, 1998), 137-40.
65
See chapter ‘Hindī aur balidān’, in Mehtā, Ādarś hindū, 172-76.
66
Another example of encounters with weird, eccentric and funny characters could be Harimohan Jha’s story,
Śāstrārth, on the professional Brahmin debater from Mithila. Harimohan Jhā, Rel kī bāt (Dillī: Aṃtikā prakāśan,
2008). These examples could be multiplied. Likewise, many partition stories were written showing the political
climate of the time, intercommunity tension and violence. More on partition literature and train journey is dealt
with by M. Aguiar (201 5).
67
See Rāhul Sāṃkrityāyan, Bāisvīṃ sadī (Ilāhābad: Kitāb mahal, 1943 third edition). Needless to say, this short
reference cannot do justice to the intellectual-political context and historical significance of this masterpiece.
For those who do not know, Rahul Sankrityayan (1893–1963) was an Indian polymath. A wanderer par
excellence, he left home for the first time at the age of fourteen (1907). Born in a Brahmin family, he lived
variously the life of a Vaishnava sadhu, an Arya Samaji polemicist, a Buddhist monk, an antiquarian and scholar
of Buddhism, anti-colonial political activist, communist leader, etc. He travelled across the length and breadth of
Asia and Europe, learnt, spoke and/or wrote in classical, literary and folk languages, and dabbled in a variety of
intellectual, religious, philosophical and political streams. Sankrityayan’s life, and monumental literaryscholarly works were steeped in and spread through many cultures, disciplines and geographies.
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